
Keeping your employees and materials safe is not 
always an easy task. Engineered vertical barrier netting 
systems provide protection against stacked falling 
objects by creating a wall of netting along walkways 
or near workstations where employees are working. 
Surround your storage spaces with our barrier netting 
systems to keep workers safe and materials secure.
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Expect exceptional
customer service with a
response time under 48
hours and on-demand
delivery.

Engineered systems

that meet and exceed
all specification and
safety regulation
requirements.

Meet multiple safety
compliance needs with
one customizable
system at a competitive
price.

Protects employees
and visitors from injury
or death from falling
objects.



As warehouses grow in size and space is at a premium bulk stacking of products is becoming more common 
in many industries. Stacking products maximizes vertical space but presents a larger safety risk as it does 
not utilize storage racking. In the event that one of these stacks collapses or is knocked over by a forklift, 
the results can be catastrophic. 
 

Engineered vertical barrier netting systems provide protection against this happening by creating a wall of 
netting along walkways or near workstations where employees are working. Systems are designed based 
on the total height of coverage, the weight of each box or pallet that is stacked, and the total length of 
coverage. Freestanding or floor-to-ceiling posts are designed and engineered for each specific application.
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NETTINGSOLUTIONS

INDUSTRIAL BARRIER NETTING SYSTEM

An “engineered” system consisting of custom-fitted netting panels, rigging hardware and columns. 

SAFETY STANDARDS MET BY NETTING SYSTEMS

OHSA 12.10 ANSI A10.11 NFPA 701 Fire

Protection
FDA

Approved


